Denver Moves: Broadway
Conceptual Design Community Input Summary
March – May 2019
Significant community input opportunities were provided during the conceptual design (30%)
phase of the Denver Moves: Broadway effort. These outreach activities allowed the community
to engage directly with the project team through interactive workshops and presentations to
neighborhood and other organizations, as well as one-on-one grassroots outreach to
businesses and the community.
Community Survey Analysis
Community feedback was primarily collected through a conceptual design survey that garnered
a total of 1,122 responses from late-March to early-May. Survey respondents were asked to
prioritize key design elements of the multi-modal improvements planned for Broadway.
Detailed survey results are available below with the following summary of high-level findings:
•

Concrete curb or planter boxes are the preferred buffer types for the parking-protected
bikeway.

•

Connecting the Broadway bikeway to the Cherry Creek Trail through the plaza (Option
1A) at Speer is the overwhelming preference.

•

Visibility and safety along with parking, both ADA-accessible and metered, are major
priorities for the public when it comes to use of the curb lane and on-street parking area.

•

The installation of a parking-protected bikeway was clearly viewed as the most important
mobility benefit of the project, along with new traffic, bike and pedestrian signals

•

Bikeway connection/crossing points and local access (left turns, off-street parking, etc.)
were identified as the most important areas for additional study during detailed design.
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Comment Themes
As part of the survey, community members had an opportunity to submit open-ended comments
about the conceptual project design. 370 comments were submitted.
A sentiment analysis was performed to determine the general overarching disposition toward
the project based on the 370 comments received. Comments were categorized as either:
•
•
•

positive (128 comments),
neutral (169 comments), or
negative (73 comments.

The majority of comments fell into the neutral category, as respondents generally focused on
providing design recommendations, areas for improvement or considerations for the project
team that did not contain enough information to determine attitude.
Based on a comprehensive review of the comments submitted, the following overarching
themes emerged (see addendum for full sentiment analysis and all 370 comments received):
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Theme 1: Safety
There is a strong desire for a safe way to ride a bicycle on Broadway, and the community views
increased pedestrian safety as an important benefit of the project. Curb lane management (i.e.,
how the parking lane is used to balance vehicle parking, commercial deliveries, ride-share
loading, etc.) is viewed as a benefit of the project that will improve safety for all who use the
corridor, as will better signals, signage and visibility.
Theme 2: Traffic Management
Concerns about current traffic speeds and increased vehicle congestion on Broadway were a
key theme, as was concern from surrounding neighborhoods regarding increased traffic on
adjacent side streets as a result of removing a vehicle travel lane on Broadway.
Theme 3: Connectivity
There is strong emphasis on creating a bikeway that connects to key destinations (e.g., Cherry
Creek Trail, Broadway Station, downtown, etc.) and respondents voiced support for the north
segment connecting to Civic Center Station. Corridor users identified the need to improve
east/west connectivity in order to make the Broadway bikeway most useful to the surrounding
neighborhoods. There is also a desire to ultimately connect the bikeway to the facilities on
Brighton Boulevard.
Theme 4: Parking, Local Business and Community Access
Local business owners shared concerns regarding loss of parking due to the bikeway. Coupled
with construction impacts and loss of parking due to other projects in the area, retailers along
the corridor view parking as an increasingly precious resource. Respondents also identified the
importance of improving the operations and safety of vehicle turning movements (left turns)
across the bikeway.
Theme 5: Importance of a Protected Facility
A significant amount of comments emphasized the important role buffer design plays in creating
a comfortable bikeway that people will feel safe using. High vehicle traffic volumes and speeds
were routinely cited as concerns for bicycling on Broadway.
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Positive (128 comments), Neutral (169 comments), Negative (73 comments)

Positive
Thanks!
Thank you
Good luck!
THANK YOU!
Build it ; )
Get it done!
thank you :)
Build it now!
I love Denver
Make it happen!
multi-model. Yeah!
Lets make it happen!
NEED MORE BIKE LANES
great survey, thanks!
I liked this survey!
Looking forward to this!
Yes! Broadway Bike Lane!
Thank you for all you do!
Thanks for using a survey!
thanks for a good survey tool
Love the protected bike lanes!
Survey works great - nice job!
Build this thing like yesterday
Thanks for asking us for input!
Be bold. Move fast. And thank you!
I love the changes. Keep it going!
Cool this looks really neat thanks!
Thanks for helping make Broadway safer!!
De-prioritize cars, they endanger us all.
Thank you for reaching out to the public!
Built it now! Let's make this happen ASAP!
I ride bike to downtown... like the bike lane
Need to extend the bike lane north into downtown.
Enough of the endless study and delays, build it.
Please; way less cars and more trees on Broadway.
Bike lanes help protect bikers from larger vehicles
less lanes for cars...more lanes for people, please!
This is exciting, glad to see the enhancements coming.
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Continue the lane all the way to Brighton Boulevard!!!!
Good work on all bike lanes in Denver from a 365 bikee!
I would be so excited if we get a real protected bikeway.
Thank you for helping make the city more multi-modal friendly!
I love all the new bike infrastructure and can't wait to see more.
Many more of these bikeways are desperately needed throughout the city.
Protect all the bike lanes please! People will ride if they feel safe!
Would love to see bikes, buses, and businesses as the priority on Broadway!
Projects like this should focus on people and businesses, not the automobile.
Cleaner streets/sidewalks and better/safer bikelanes for families. Thank you!
Excited to see more bike, pedestrian, public transit options with fewer cars.
Please get it done!! Safety for all! Rotterdam is a great city to study/emulate.
Pedestrians over cars! Too many people are getting killed because of stupid drivers
Thank you for all your hard work! And making Denver a more bike/ped friendly city.
Great project; pilot followed by implementation, as it should be. Well done Denver!
Priority should ALWAYS be pedestrians>public transit>bikes/scooters and car traffic last.
An exciting project and happy to see that it will be getting started in earnest this year!
Please prioritize making sustainable transportation modes safe, convenient, and appealing.
Make the area more bike and pedestrian friendly and less easy for cars to use would be great
I'm looking foward to seeing this project progress, and plan Broadway's transit to be better.
I’m very excited about putting in planters and curb extensions to make this a safe bike route.
The more multi-modal transit options, the better. This is our best shot at reducing pollution.
Thank you for considering the transportation needs of bikers and bus riders. Add a street car!!
I'm glad Denver is working to make our streets multi-modal. I like options on how to get around!
Hey, I support this 200%, but the test lane has gone on for too long. It's just annoying everyone.
Thanks for focusing on pedestrian and bike safety over private car storage and arterial throughput.
The bike lane has taken way too long to implement...and it should go all the way to Brighton Boulevard.
Prioritize bike traffic, make safer first. Slow vehicle traffic and focus on pedestrian traffic first.
Connected bike lanes, access to clean, reliable, and safe bus stops, and slower vehicle speeds are all
great!
Just do it already. This corridor has been studied to death. Don’t worry about traffic, it’s only busy a
couple hours a day.
I believe that S. Broadway can become as beautiful as the most beautiful streets in America given the
right care and attention.
I want to emphasize the importance of bike connections. Find the gaps in the network and target efforts
there. Thanks for your work!
I ride my bike along this route often. Connecting it to the Cherry Creek Trail will be a major improvement
and much safer for me. Thank you!
Make the bikeway protected and contiguous without sharing turn lanes (like 15th street), and provide
bus only lanes. Very excited for this.
I am very excited to see improvements made to this giant road to allow more bike access. I hope
improved bike lanes make it to all major streets
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Very excited that it will be easier and safer to walk and bike to places instead of being worried or
confused about how I will get around without a car
More bike lane and pedestrian access is very important to me. I want streets taken back from cars and
make mobility by transit and bike more important.
Excited to see what comes of this project! Broadway is such a hostile street despite the foot
traffic/transit/bike usage around the neighborhoods there.
I think the planter box idea is a great one. The aesthetics are very important for the area and
surrounding businesses and pedestrians can enjoy it too.
Glad to see these improvements being considered. Consider separating the already dedicated bus lane to
create a BRT style lane and uniformly painting it red.
Bike lanes are great when they are used correctly. I would like to see some budget allocated specifically
to education and enforcement regarding proper bike lane use.
Would LOVE LOVE LOVE to see more bike lanes. They have to be straight and cars need to be able to see
bikes. The painted lines aren't enough. Bikers need full barriers
As a business owner, my biggest concerns deal with customer loading and parking, and bicyclist safety. I
wish this project success and hope it works for everyone involved.
extend this to North Broadway please! should be National Western, Brighton Blvd all the way to
I25&South Broadway. One long corridor that needs all of these improvements asap!
More, safe bike lanes and connections are needed! And part of the plan should include winter, when
snow is often shoveled into bike lanes. People still need those lanes year-round!
Broadway is not my primary route but I would use it to increase the amount of exercise I get in the
morning by shortening my light rail transit and increasing my bike transit distance.
Great work moving the bike lane along. It makes living near Broadway a little more accessible to
surrounding neighborhoods and businesses and helps it feel like a place instead of a highway.
Vehicle traffic on Broadway is out of control. The number of businesses and pedestrians that have been
destroyed by careless drivers is terrifying. Better bike and pedestrian access is crucial
Next step is to make better connections between Broadway and the bike trail along the Platte. But
thanks for doing this, it will be so nice to connect the Cherry Creek trail to the Broadway trail.
Double turn lanes into walking traffic are so dangerous as a pedestrian. I work and live in the North
segment of Broadway, and would love to see pedestrian and biker safety become a priority. Thank you.
This is exciting! I live in uptown and commute to wash park. I’d love to do more bicycle transit, but it’s
been complicated. Pushing bike access on Broadway further north will make a huge difference for me
Really glad Denver is looking at this area - the poor Hornet needs some help since drivers keep plowing
into ti, and sometimes when I cross Broadway on foot I feel like I'm taking my life in my hands. Thank
you!
Keep up the great work! Connecting to the Cherry Creek Trail is vital for bike and pedestrian safety.
Ensuring our pedestrian/cyclists are safe should be our goal, at the expense and inconvenience of
cars/trucks.
I would love to bike to work from Highlands, but am too afraid of distracted drivers to do it yet. If I had a
safe, protected path from cherry creek to my workplace (near civic center) I would absolutely bike to
work.
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
I'm very happy you're doing this survey...I would have liked a little more clarification on some of the
terminologies - curb lane use and sight triangles for example. The images on the earlier questions were
very helpful. Thanks!
Consistent enforcement from DPD (speed, yielding, running lights) is necessary to ensure an effective
program. This would be a great project to work with DPD on consistent enforcement to help
train/retrain those commuting along this corridor.
Denver claims to want to be pedestrian and bike friendly, but so far, vehicular concerns ALWAYS win out.
I hope this project will consider the safety of pedestrians and bike riders to be at least as important as
getting the cars down the road faster.
sooner rather than later - the limited access to broadway from the North side of 6th limits my ability and
interest to get there. I want a bike route that doesn't requiring to weave through neighborhoods to get
to shops and restaurants on south broadway.
I'm glad that the City is looking at the entire street ROW as a system instead of just focusing on the
protected bikeway. After pedestrian and bicyclist safety, making space for loading zones (both for ride
hail and deliveries) should be the top priority.
Thanks for continuing this work to make Broadway safer for all modes. Please also extend this work to
the area between Mississippi and Broadway Station to support the huge residential/business
development happening here because it's currently very unsafe to anyone not in a car.
Denver Public Works should prioritize infrastructure that improves transit, bike, and pedestrian access
and reduces vehicle trips, as identified in Blueprint Denver. Denver Public Works should prioritize study,
planning, and implementation for streetcar/lightrail in this corridor.
Very curious to see what happens with this, hope that there can be some consensus among all the
competing concerns but I think in the long-term a more pedestrian and alternative transportation
oriented Broadway would be great for the neighborhood. That is speaking as a native Denverite.
I'm super excited this is all being updated and it is all important (it was difficult to rank things)... but I also
want to put in a vote for quality, shade trees in the ROW. Especially in the north segment, the pedestrian
environment is harsh in the summer and in desperate need of shade. Thanks!
I appericiate the efforts to make biking downtown better. I bike from Sloans Lake to Downtown daily for
work. I'd like to see cars/deliveries/ubers out of the bike lanes. I also believe we need better parking for
cars downtown.. mandated lots for new buildings, whether garages or something else.
Please prioritize improvements that will get more residents out of their cars and onto bikes. Make this
connect to other bike lanes. Make it consistent with Vision Zero. Design the infrastructure to prevent
problems, rather than relying on enforcement. Anticipate snow days and bad drivers. Thank you!
Thanks for doing this survey. Getting traffic speeds down along the South Broadway corridor should be a
top priority. All other measures, including increased bike and ped use and safety, becomes more viable
through actions to achieve reduced travel speeds and traffic calming in general. Thanks again.
The scooter and bike share programs are wonderful. They are doing a lot of reduce traffic and should be
supported so more people will use them. I use my personal bicycle to get around, and would like to see
more investments made into getting people out of their cars and using alternative transportation.
PLEASE make Denver a multi-modal, 21st century city and put less emphasis on car travel during this
design project. Not everyone drives, not everyone wants to drive. More (safe!) transportation options = a
more vibrant, healthy and accessible city. Thanks for providing the opportunity to share my opinion!
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
This needs to happen sooner rather than later. Broadway is a death trap currently. The city designed a
highway and ripped it through our neighborhood. We need to slow traffic down, remove lanes, make
certain there is no possible way for a person to be killed again on that horrifying monstrosity of a street.
Love the project, full support. But have seen multiple cars driving on bike lane since project start. Might
need better signage? Also cars making lefts off Broadway across bike lane have to wait way too long for
signal. Makes drivers frustrated with bike lane sitting there for long periods while no bikes go by. Thanks.
This is long overdue, so thanks for taking this on. Connecting the Cherry Creek Trail to the Broadway bike
lane needs to happen. Selfishly, because I work at 16th & Broadway, I would love a bike lane. I
appreciate the route 0 bus, but starting and ending my day with a bike ride and exercise would be much
preferred when it comes to my downtown commute.
I live right off of Ellsworth and Broadway. Looking forward to bike friendly changes. Especially a safe way
to access the cherry Creek Trail. Right now it is a mess to get there and we are in some way breaking
rules to get there. It also just doesnt feel safe at all crossing 6th on the eastside. Traffic rarely pays
attention and constantly blocks the walkway.
I live in wash park and would use the bike lane to commute downtown IF if connected to the creek trail.
It should also connect to the Broadway station. As it sits, I live 5 blocks from the station and won't
walk/ride to that station due to the lack of crosswalks and safe passage. Sad. P.S. More bike share like
Jump in the neighborhood! I'd use them often if they were actually around.
Please prioritize biking & pedestrian safety, then ease of access to public transit stops + public transit
efficiency (e.g., creating dedicated bus lanes). DE-prioritize car traffic, either by incentivizing people to
not use their cars or by creating barriers to car usage (e.g., making parking more expensive, or dedicating
lanes to bikes-only and buses-only so that cars have less space on the road).
The Cherry Creek Trail is one of the best parts about Denver -- it brings nature and transit together
beautifully. If we can make it safer to access in the Baker neighborhood, and Broadway and Lincoln safer
at the same time, we can continue to make Denver a vibrant city with great transit options. Vehicle
traffic needs to slow down and priority needs to be given to public transit, pedestrians, and other
vulnerable road users.
We need more PROTECTED bike lanes and pedestrian crossings/priorities to pedestrians throughout
central denver. Also better/more frequent public transit (especially in light rail from suburbs.). It has to
become more expensive to drive than to take transit or bike. Better Air quality, reduced noise pollution,
improved safety, slow climate change, congestion reduction all should be more important than car
access (private or Lyft Uber. )
The Broadway bike lane is such a great plan! Would love to see it extended from RiNo to I-25 to create
more accessibility throughout the city for cyclists. Would also like to see better enforcement when it
comes to drivers turning left on red arrows. In its current state, this bike lane is too short and not well
connected enough, and drivers aren’t all respecting the changes in signaling. This leads to it feeling
unsafe compared to other bike lanes in the city.
As someone who bikes and busses every day, I'm thrilled to see you're extending Broadway's bike lane!
As someone who bikes and religiously follows the rules of the road, I almost get hit by cars (no
exaggeration) at lease 2 times a day by cars. I think if you want to lessen people's reliance on cars and
encourage more public transit and biking, you have to make them easily accessible and people can't be
almost getting hit every single day. Thanks for what you do!
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
I appreciate the survey! I would like to add the reasoning behind my selection of 1a for access to Cherry
Creek Trail. I'm a pretty avid casual biker (primary use is transportation) and I have found that the 6th
Avenue sidewalk is crazy dangerous, with the bike curb cut an drivers looping around the corner from
Broadway without paying attention to bikers. I think keeping bikers from using 6th Avenue would be the
safest option. Plus, that sidewalk on Broadway is wide and not frequently used.
I bike commute with my preschooler from the Logan/Alameda area up to Cherry Creek on good weather
days, and ride the bus along the Broadway/Lincoln corridor on bad weather days. We are so grateful to
live in a part of the city with good transit and relatively good bike infrastructure. Thank you! Looking
forward to an even better Broadway where its safe for everyone to walk and bike, and buses flow free!
People in cars need to reach acceptance that this is public space intended to be shared and their ability
to make a left turn 30 second earlier is not paramount
I'm glad that Broadway is looking at updating these options. However, I still find, even with a bike lane,
people don't even use it. I know it's tough to enforce, but, how can we get people to use the lane? I love
it & use it all the time! Lastly, even though it has nothing to do with it, but if you want to talk about
seriously making Broadway safer for traffic - then something needs to be done about the transient
problem. If you're a pedestrian, you are getting harassed by them. Not bothered - but harassed. If I were
not a tall guy, I would be afraid to walk on Broadway a lot.
Pedestrian and bike safe streets are sustainable. Building for an increasing vehicle traffic is draining cities
financially and quality of life. The South Broadway area is a great area show how properly designed mass
transit along with pedestran/bike friendly streets will enhance life quality. We must create a sustainable
transit system which encompasses EVERY type of transportation from pedestrians to high speed rail
systems. It is a big task but we need to start now. Individually driven vehicles are not sustainable.
Denver planners need to think beyond the "car" as the main tool for transportation.
How are neighborhood (quieter-narrower) streets being protected from future increased traffic
demands? Can Lincoln share some of the bicycle protected lanes with Broadway? The impact on
Sherman&Grant(WestWashPark) and Acoma&Bannock(Baker) seem obvious to future increased traffic
concerns; or, maybe, we're overlooking Logan and Cherokee as needing some assurances that
pedestrians and bicyclists will also get anticipated signal lights and protective lanes as a result of the
increased housing developments (multi-family; apts; high-rise-apts) increasing congestion. So many
variables to consider; a neverending, moving target of considerations. Good Luck!🍀
I am a homeowner along South Broadway (15 E. Maple Ave.) who regularly uses the bike lane and public
transit (both the Lincoln/Broadway buses and the light rail from the Alameda station). I have been
waiting for months for the expansion of the bike lane to connect South Broadway with the Cherry Creek
Trail. If the bike lane were expanded all the way downtown, I would use it every day to commute to
work. I am very interested in making South Broadway a more inclusive street through encouragement of
pedestrian and bike traffic, traffic calming procedures, and public transit expansion. Look forward to
seeing more of this in the future! Thanks for all you do for the City of Denver!
Upkeep problems aside, I like the idea of planters because it means that people exiting their cars won't
jump into the bike lane (which happens frequently). My other concern is that if planters are filled with
tall plants, it will reduce visibility. I've had a number of run ins where someone is turning left off of
Broadway into a business & I've nearly been hit because either they didn't see me or didn't think they
needed to stop for me. The bike lane is great, but if there were little signs or something mid-block that
reminded people to check for cyclists, it might help lower potential accidents. Also, thank you for all the
work on Denver's bike infrastructure-- it's really helping!
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
It was great to have the pictures in the first couple questions to help inform my decision. The other
questions really needed additional info / explanation. VERY excited about additional protected bike
lanes. Having some type of signal or warning for cars coming out of parking lots that cross the protected
bike lane is needed. I know the bike lane is there and sometimes feel I haven't completely watched out
for bikes coming through the lane before I pull out of Natural Grocers, for example. Also, having cars in
those curbed parking spaces makes it nearly impossible to see if cars are coming down Broadway so I
end up sitting in the bike lane and inching out towards Broadway. Bike and scooter parking would make
it easier to see on coming traffic and encourage more energy efficient modes of transport.
On-street bike corrals at corners, parklets, RAINBOW color xwalks, bike paint, symbol markers, (large)
left turn boxes (no mini babies like 14th or 15th, too small for more than 1 rider--esp if its CM Jolon on
his (awesome) monster-commuter rig). No green paint, rainbow. Like new Broadway crosswalks. *RiNo
has fun biker symbols. Can Baker/Broadway show its neighborhood pride and spread the fun?? Please?!
:D Also, left turns on broadway avenues are true struggle & scare. People are cray/squeeze between
turning vehicles/parking/"no parking" corner gaps and go around to make the light. Fright for peds
crossing on sidewalk, esp at 1st Ave...but really, all aves off Broadway/Lincoln - 6th to Alameda.
Planters protection & curb ideal! Understood on BID but could mix-use apt tenants have access for
community garden plots? Work with/setup Denver Urban Garden pilot program?
It's time we start putting bikes first in Denver. We're way behind, and I'm excited this project is
happening, but we need to keep pushing. If we continue to cater to single occupancy vehicles our
community will suffer. I promise you, if you include the protected lanes infrastructure in every new
project and updates, people WILL ride their bikes - all year round. You'll always have opposition when
you take away a traffic lane, but the benefits far outweigh the criticism. Health, pollution, community,
safety, are all benefits of a better biking infrastructure, not to mention the effective speed of riding your
bike is significantly higher than driving (ie. the amount of work you have to do to pay to drive slows you
down). Remember, cars are guests in our city. Ok, I'm done with that rant - can't wait for the Broadway
project to expand. Let's make Denver a world class bike city.
Denver is at a crossroads; as a city we should choose to be human-scaled and human-centered. Catering
to cars will simply bring more cars, increasing traffic, and further Denverites' frustration with congestion.
Denver as a brand postures itself as ahead of the curve, and to truly pay homage to this notion we must
continue building our city in a way that champions public transit, bikes, pedestrians, and people--not
cars. We have a wealth of great weather coupled with young, healthy people. Let's coalesce these with
beautiful public spaces. Far too many spaces around Speer St., Broadway, and many others make
pedestrians feel estranged and unwelcome due to car-centered scale. Additionally, we can't avoid
building beautiful, people appealing public spaces out of fear that they'll attract homeless because that
means that homeless are controlling our city. We must address these issues with long-term approaches
to enriching the experience that is Denver.
I appreciate the goal of this project being to provide better, safer, and easier alternatives to using a car
both in the neighborhood & connecting to other places. I think the majority of drivers on Broadway are
usually just passing through from Downtown back to the suburbs and are not necessarily a part of the
community that lives in the area and in order to make space for the non-cars in this space, those drivers
will be impacted. But ultimately it's the people in the neighborhood who will suffer without traffic diets.
So I want this project to push as hard against car traffic as possible. Plus, the nearest neighborhoods,
Baker & Speer, are undergoing a lot of redevelopment and densification and a safer and more walkable
South Broadway will be better in the long term. We need to stop prioritizing cars over people! Also, in
terms of long term vision, creating a connection with the Cherry Creek trail might put even more
pressure on the trail. It might be worth thinking about expanding the bike/pedestrian separation further
up the trail.
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Neutral
None
None
None
ban Uber.
Fewer cars, slower cars
Get rid of the scooters
Keep surveys more simple
Less concrete, more greenery!
Congestion pricing implementation.
Make broadway and Lincoln two ways!
We have to stop investing in parking
Don't waste money appealing to Lyft/Uber
cable car, people mover, walking escaltor
This survey is not all that user friendly.
East and west bike options are very needed.
We need well maked Rideshare loading spots ASAP
KEEP BROADWAY/LINCOLN TRAFFIC OFF SIDE STREETS!!!
Make Broadway narrower and slow the traffic to 25mph
always ask biker and peds to test your design, please.
Improving transit options should be the highest priority.
Not enough information describing options in this survey
Why not ask whether the bikeway is actually a good idea??
Keep cars from hitting businesses such as skylark and hornet.
You shouldn't listen to me, pay an expert and get a real design
Please identify parking meter locations in the typical sections.
Single lane bike paths preferred. Align with traffic direction.
please consider real-time arrival information on the new bus stops
We'll need good ways to cross Broadway from the bike lane, please!
bike right of way lights too long of a wait time for vehicle traffic
Please make this as easy as possible for businesses and handicapped
Clean up the homeless on Broadway between 10th street - 13th street
Stop the overbuilding - smarter development helps with better transit
Make this a 2 way lane if you aren't doing this for northbound lincoln
Consider how to connect protected bikeway to downtown bikelanes (e.g. 15th)
How realistic is converting both Lincoln and Broadway into two way cooridors?
the parking meters are hard to find, they are on the wrong side of the bike path
Moving the most cars at the highest speeds can no longer be the highest priority.
Please fix the giant hole in the crosswalk at broadway and alameda, its dangerous
Please keep transit and clean forms of transportation in mind through all of this.
Curb side loading areas are essential for the safety of both pedestrians and riders.
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ADDENDUM 1: SURVEY COMMENTS & SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Please do not divert vehicle traffic to South Sherman Street during any construction.
Unless the bike lane can be maintained year-round, few will develop regular use habits
Reverse signaling, like manhattan. Keeps cars going the speed limit and reduces emissions
Adding visual aesthetics for an area that is an art district would be very important also.
I love the bike path. With increased bike use, I'm concerned theft of bikes will increase.
Time the street lights to reduce vehicle emissions! Should be a sustainability goal of the city.
Build a place for motorcycle police officers to safely park and monitor traffic. Also police SUVs
Put convenience for people driving last please (except People with disabilities who need to drive)
Make bike lanes not only functional, but beautiful too, and you'll see more and more people using
them
Make the cherry creek trail connection 1A have a separate bike path instead of mixed with
pedestrians.
South Broadway needs to be more accessible to people with disabilities and those who don't/can't
drive.
When ice is melting,bike lanes need further snow removal. If
Less cars in residential areas! Air, water, environmental quality depend on this. More EV charging
locations.
The bike lane left turn ing arrows on the traffic signals are way too long, especially at Virginia &
Broadway
Vehicles STILL drive in the bike lane. Traffic lights do not allow enough time for pedestrians to safely
cross
Have you considered converting Lincoln to two-way auto traffic and Broadway to public transport,
bicycling, etc.?
Please do not make it hard to access businesses. Also consider angle parking on at least one side of
the street.
Determine how the hornet restaurant can be crashed into so frequently and address that issue.
Slower speeds and???
What is being done to alleviate massive traffic overflow off of Broadway in Lincoln into the
neighborhood streets?
Keep Broadway and Lincoln as major thoroughfares for all traffic, without diverting traffic onto
adjacent streets.
Safety of bicyclists and pedestrians is absolutely the most important thing. Car-centric design would
be a mistake.
This neighborhood needs a park for kids inside the golden triangle, inside the triangle of 14th, speer,
and broadway
Broadway needs better one-way signage for vehicles. So many cars turn on Broadway in the wrong
direction, it's scary!
I didn't see a lot here specifically about pedestrian safety & walkability, but that is also a high priority
for me.
Very concerned about how this will work with customer parking and loading. Hoping, this will be
adequately addressed.
We need more loading zones for ride share and delivery vehicles. They are constantly blocking traffic
and bike lanes!
Getting safely between South Broadway and the South Platte is also a challenge and deters many
from biking to Broadway
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Getting both northbound and southbound buses onto Broadway would be great! Lincoln doesn't have
a lot of destinations.
A light at Broadway and exposition would greatly improve pedestrian access to the light rail station
from West Wash Park.
South of Alameda on west side of Broadway before Dakota -no meters please. Time limit ok but
meters will impact business
Please put a free shuttle between I25 to Colfax. Stop at every block. Make the city more accessible
without a car or a bike.
For protected cycling lanes, cars *must* have visibility to bike traffic. Planter boxes look great but do
not provide visibility!
Making it safe is most important! This area is scary as a biker and pedestrian. Cars don't see you nor
do they care to slow down.
Need traffic signal at broadway and 5th and/or Broadway and 4th. Very unsafe based on parking
visibility when turning onto Broadway
traffic calming needs to be a part of this project, if Broadway is to become a safe place for not only
cyclists, but also pedestrians!
Let’s get stricter on traffic violations. I’m nervous to ride a bike since hit and runs occur so frequently.
Lax dui laws don’t help!!!
A growing city needs more safe transportation options including bike lanes, better public transport
options, and traffic calming measures.
I don't think there should be general on-street parking on Broadway. It limits visibility and is
dangerous to cyclists and other vehicles.
It was very difficult to decide on a lot of these. We answered these as bike commuters and people
that work at a small business on Broadway
I did not understand all of the options presented in the answers to choose from. I might answer
differently if I did understand all options better.
The most important thing should be reducing vehicle speeds and red light running. The way people
drive make every mode of transportation dangerous!
I think it would be beneficial for some of the parking to turn into a ride share pickup area after a
certain time, specifically between 1st and Bayaud
i don't trust myself, nor anyone else, to accurately rank these priorities in a 10-minute survey session
when there are so many complex factors involved
The bike rail with posts option looks really dangerous. The rail is not high enough to be noticeable,
and I can see bikes hitting and falling over into traffic.
Publish (or better promote an existing) bicycling information maps of the city, including best
practices, recommended routes, and locations of bike racks/parking.
The trash on and around broadway is getting to the point that I am considering moving. It’s so dirty...
more trash cans and more secure trash cans would be lovely
Protections of residential streets MUST be part of the project! There is already an overload of off
street residential parking that impacts resident access and use.
What about providing better safety for the people who actually walk on the sidewalks. The scooters
and bikes need to be off the walks, and sidewalks need to be fixed.
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The overflow traffic onto the side streets (Grant and Sherman) from Broadway and Lincoln traffic is a
major concern, as is the intersection at I-25/Lincoln Ave and Ohio
Please ignore any comments from XXXXXXX XXXXX. He is an old bitter selfish fart that has been
spamming the neighborhood with negative unproductive info about this project.
Very technical questions; hard to prioritize when some options overlap. Carry concept to 21st to make
full connection through town, connect to 18th and 19th and 5280 Loop.
Please make sure the connection to Cherry Creek trail is not a shared use path but a bike path, and
that there is clear signage of how to get to it and where it can take you.
where parking is now allowed in between the 2-way bike lanes and the left-most thru lane is horribly
dangerous for drivers in that lane. the parked vehicles are just too close.
Please consider planting trees as the buffer zone between parking and bike lane. Ultimately would be
less water less maintenance, more "green", and safer for bikers from traffic.
we better planning on public transportation, look at Stockholm for inspiration, i wish our citizens
would approve more tax money for things like light rail and bus but good luck
Can we incorporate both curb and a few planters. Way-finding and art as a combined strategy should
be looked at. Lighting for the bike lane should be considered. Pedestrian lighting.
This survey doesn’t take into account anyone with disabilities. We need sidewalks that are not full of
potholes, and parking that allows us equal access to the businesses of the area:
This survey is very inaccessible. The language is unclear and if someone is blind they cannot read it or
see the examples. Affordability is the number one issue on South Broadway.
I have not seen any work done on the North Segment, where I walk and take transit and most of the
traffic is, just on the South Segment. North segment should be given the higher priority.
I ride the 15th Street bike lane home and I hope that with Broadway, public works does a better job of
managing the curb lane use as well as folks pulling into the lane to access parking.
There is a lot of traffic that cut through on Grant and Sherman St between Alameda and I25 at high
rates of speed. More stop signs and obstacles to stop through traffic is very much needed
This survey is biased because it does not offer any option for writing-in possible "other" solutions.
And it assumes the entire project is welcomed by the public, when in fact, it may not be.
The combination of bike lane at curbside and cars parked towards the center of Broadway makes
exiting parking lots very dangerous. Visibility is cut to a few feet on either side of the parked cars.
Dealing with cars making turns in and out of businesses along the existing Broadway bike lane and
people stepping out of their parked cars into the lane are the most problematic features of that
facility.
I think that multimodal transit is the most important infrastructure update, currently. However,
please do not lump scooters and bikes in the same class. Each should have their own definitions and
limitations.
Minimum concrete curb, planters as can be managed by existing maintenance district. Use this design
opportunity to create space for public gatherings, space for public art, way-finding and branding of
the area.
I didn't see this as an option anywhere, but of huge importance is connecting protected bike travel
through both N & S Broadway to connect with the CC Trail AND the Civic Center bus station/16th
Street Mall transit.
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It is vital to make sure that whatever bike lane is implemented, the design makes sure to protect
cyclists from being doored by parked cars and safe at intersection crossing where cars are turning
through the bike lane.
A traffic light at Dakota Ave would help cyclists cross Broadway to reach the Alameda station using
the bike lane on Dakota. Currently, the only safe place is cross at Alameda Ave and cut through the
parking lot of Safeway.
I live in the South Broadway neighborhood & would love to see a designated spot for Uber’s. It is so
frustrating that they stop in a lane of traffic & creates a tricky situation for the other drivers & the
passengers as well.
Maintaining car and parking access is critical to keeping Baker a vibrant commercial area. Don't forget
that when all the focus is on the bike lane. If only pedestrians and bikers can be in Baker, it will die
commercially.
Quit trying to make driving a car harder. Make riding a bike easier. They are not mutually exclusive.
Both can happen. no one wants to ride a bike in a lane of traffic. Much like people don't want to
drive next to a bike.
safety is my primary concern. I live near broadway and would love to feel safe riding down broadway
with my 6 year old. I still see drivers very confused by the left turn signals off broadway at protected
bike lane locations.
I’ve owned a building on Broadway for over 22 years....please don’t take away anymore parking than
you must. Between construction, residential parking permits and the bike lane, the lack of parking is
really impacting the retailers.
Transit transit transit transit transit transit transit And not just people-moving - a desirable,
convenient experience. Functionally, I have to drive from LoDo to S. Broadway to shop/eat there,
which is stupid in a city of Denver's size.
My concern with the bike rail and concrete curb ideas is that in scenarios where snowstorms can pile
up snow high enough to hide the rails or curbs, making it dangerous for people to trip over them. Or,
if snow plows dump snow on them and hide them.
It would be great if subsequent surveys could use less planner/transportation jargon. I am an urban
planner and there were times where I was scratching my head as to what some of these terms meant
(or what they might mean in the context of this project). Thanks!
I hope that Denver prioritizes ADA regulations in this process so that people with disabilities have
access to the same things that everyone else does. It would be a shame to see Denver go backwards
in terms of accessibility and rights for the disabled during this project.
We waste a lot of gas on these streets. Fixing the timing would be great. Also keeping the streets
clean. With the homeless sleeping on Broadway, it is a sight. Maybe the planters can be high enough
not to see as much, though it will give more places to urinate. Good luck.
I didn't do a very good job completing this survey because I didn't understand visually or otherwise
many of the terms you used. I couldn't make any sense of #3. I don't think survey is accessible for
most people who are not transit experts or very involved in transit planning.
With additions of very popular "tourist" type spots like Punch Bowl, VooDoo, Temple, etc. Broadway
is only becoming more popular, but is also constantly losing parking and bus stops. Having safe access
to these places on foot, by bike or with public transit should be priority #1.
I live on west byers just off Broadway. People play frogger all day getting from the west side of
Broadway to the bardo, and illegal Pete's even though there are pedestrian crossings at cedar and
Alameda. I would like to see a safer option for pedestrian crossings at this location
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Please protect neighborhood streets- people pay an arm and a leg to live in an area that is going to be
drastically different with the addition of bike reserved lanes. I am all for bike transport but not at the
expense of our neighborhood! The streets are packed and narrow enough as is.
Can you please look into rolling green lights on S Broadway. Between alemeda and Mississippi during
the morning I have had to stop at every red light in that stretch. It's so confusing and frustrating how
within 300 meters there are 3 different signals that don't seem to be synced together
Please make 12th Ave. at Delaware a 4-way stop. It is incredibly dangerous crossing there, regardless
of your mode of transportation. Love that Delaware isn't 1 way anymore and that parallel parking is
optimized but anytime you cross on 12th you just have to no one is going to mow you down.
Connections for east/westbound cyclists will be important here. Curbside management and door zone
(in light of cyclist fatality in SF a few weeks ago). Clearly delineating to prevent ped conflicts with
bicyclists. Maintenance- snow plowing and street sweeping of facility is key for reliability
Please consider the connections at the start and end of the bike way so they tie into regional bike
lanes and trails that intuitively connect people to the places they want to go as opposed to ending
abruptly. Please consider the width of the facility to encourage high levels of use as ridership grows.
South Broadway traditionally supports businesses for the surrounding community. Avoid any effort to
make South Broadway more car-friendly. It needs to become a business zone based on bus/rail
transit/pedestrian traffic. It should afford the utmost pedestrian protection, including active police
presence.
For question 2, I use 1B to get to the trail, 1A to get home. Do wish there was safer travel on lincoln to
get there (have to drive in the left lane to get to the trail and have been angry honked at while there).
And then somewhat safer travel for Broadway (right now travel is in the bus lane to keep safe)
I used to only get around by bike. Now I have a family. Safety is now paramount. I won't even bike
myself anymore unless there is at least a dedicated bike lane. Would love to be able to bike with
whole family. After safety it's the enjoyment of being on the street, for people (bikes and
pedestrians).
I do not see the bike lane on Broadway used very much. When a car is stopped, waiting for the bike
lane light to turn red so a car can turn left, could the bike light be blinking yellow so if there were no
bikes, the car could turn left verses waiting SO long for the light to turn so the car can turn left.
For the cherry creek bike path connection, I think it would be helpful to implement both options.
Currently I ride with traffic down Lincoln to get to the cherry creek trail (option 1B), and on the return
trip I cut up the sidewalk towards Broadway (option 1A) to ride with traffic in that direction as well.
Traffic calming/slowing is critical. Speeds range from 25-45 and that is dangerous...many race through
the corridor. Pedestrians have no space despite all the commercial establishments. Traffic can be
slowed and better managed to still move cars through but increasing accessibility to bikes, scooters,
and people.
Bike lanes are ok but this is going to remain a hellscape for pedestrians (and bicyclists) until we bring
vehicle speeds down to a human level (20 mph). Denver is going backward and these scattered
projects, even on a main street like Broadway, don't make an appreciable positive difference if the
vehicle speeds stay deadly.
Those plastic flex barriers "protecting" the bike lane are getting mowed down and are looking pretty
beat up. With them being so flimsy it's kinda are scary knowing that so many of them have been hit
by reckless cars. Can we please put in something heavier, more substantial, like brick, stone, or
concrete planters? Thank you!
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Parallel residential streets MUST have stop signs every block. Living on Grant Street, we already get
too much high-speed traffic from drivers trying to avoid traffic on Broadway, Lincoln, and Logan. It is
extremely dangerous and we fear even more vehicles driving way too fast for a neighborhood where
there are numerous pedestrians.
I'm a cyclist who utilizes the South Broadway bike lanes. Vehicles are still unaware that it's 2 way
bicycle traffic. Many vehicles also don't grasp how the bike signal lights work. I'm unsure how to
indicate everything more effectively but I frequently have cars cut me off and never see me when I'm
going north. It's always a concern.
The term multi-modal should be abandoned for the term reprioritization. It should be made clear that
walking will come first, followed by biking (or other forms of active transportation, like skateboarding,
rollerblading, etc., - a healthy debate should be had about where e-bikes and e-scooters belong), then
transit (bus, train, etc.).
I live on Broadway and have seen more bikers get hit by cars since the turn signals and lane was put in
then ever before. There is also a very big issue with ride share having no place to go on Broadway so
sitting on off streets, blocking traffic, waiting for people. I truly hope these issues get solved and less
people continue to get hurt.
I would like to see traffic protections for Sherman/Grant street from overflow traffic. As
Lincoln/Broadway gets busier the volume of cars speeding down the nearby side streets is a major
public safety concern on narrow residential streets with children and pets present. Current traffic
needs to stay on Lincoln/Broadway or other major thoroughfares.
We really need to improve and add safer pedestrian crosswalks and/or stop signs on Broadway.
Everyday I see a lot of people including children and people with disabilities, on wheelchairs or
scooters crossing Broadway and sometimes nearly get hit by drivers who are either not paying
attention or speeding because they see someone crossing the street.
There needs to be consideration for traffic flow on Sherman and Grant streets. Overflow traffic from
Lincoln currently flies down Sherman St, and as a resident of Sherman St I have witnessed multiple
accidents because of it (and almost been run over twice). These are residential streets, not by-way
streets, and these traffic issues need to be considered.
If you want this to really work, you need to commit to moving the parking meters as close to the car
parking as possible, or go to pay stations like Cherry Creek. Also put a speed bump or some other
traffic calmer every 2 blocks on Broadway. The crashes that have happened at the Hornet indicate
cars can drive too fast for pedestrians and bikes to be safe.
The Broadway protected bike lane needs to be funded all the way into Downtown. That is when it
will actually be useful to people. The current extension isn't likely to improve use that much. It's
really disappointing that the lane is not actually connecting Downtown to South Broadway. That's
where the cars come from. The bikes come from the same place.
The biggest problem with dedicated / protected bike Lanes is people walking out and not paying
attention or turning without looking. I take the 14th/15th Street bike paths every day to work and
almost get hit / run into pedestrians at least twice on each leg. If there's a way to encourage people
to look / be more aware of bikers with the new design that would be ideal
Please widen the Cherry Creek bike/ped/scooter/running/stroller/walking path. Get rid of the ugly
vegetation. Look at Paris or London and see what they've done with their riverways. The CC Bike Path
is a wonderful way to commute throughout the city but it's not safe. Maybe expand the wonderful
job you guys did in Wash Park? Those are awesome lanes! Keep making this city beautiful.
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More detailed explanation of curb lane design, use, and purposes would be helpful to better rank
questions. Most importantly, I want this project to prioritize bike and pedestrian safety. In doing so,
something must be done to cut down on the number of ride sharing cars stopping in bike lanes, in car
lanes, at corners of intersections, etc. They are dangerous, unpredictable, and hinder the flow of
traffic.
Motorized scooters, bikes, skateboards are increasingly and quickly a huge safety issue to
pedestrians. We desperately need to separate them from sidewalks and pedestrians. They are all over
the 16th st mall, injuring and threatening pedestrians even they they are not even allowed in that
area. The city needs to hold public hearings and create enforceable regulations. Injuries and law suits
will only increase
One significant challenge that I have noticed with the pilot bike lane is the interface between cars
exiting curb cuts, pedestrians on the sidewalk, and bikes in the bike lane. For example, to exit the
Natural Grocers in your car you end up having to block both the sidewalk and the bike lane in order to
get to a point where you have visibility into the site triangle to determine whether there is oncoming
traffic to pull out...
My biggest concern with this lane is what will be done to avoid crashes for cars turning left into the
various driveways. Cars cannot see if a bike is coming unless they creep into the bike lane. They can’t
see because of the parked cars. I have almost been hit on my bike multiple times using the lane. I
think cars are in a rush to get out of the way of broadway traffic. I won’t let my kids ride in the
broadway lane for this reason.
Please don't eliminate all traffic lanes - the bus lane that's used 10% of the time now has created
much more traffic and so has the dedicated bike lane. Local businesses are much less appealing
because there's nowhere to park. I understand the need to promote alternatives to car
transportation, but with Denver's climate (no, it's no sunny 300 days/year), we need to be realistic people still drive when it's in the 40s until June. Thanks!
The double turn from SB Broadway at 6th Avenue feels profoundly dangerous as a pedestrian, and
prohibitively dangerous for two-way bike travel. Grade separation would be preferable, but at bare
minimum reduce to a single turn lane with priority signalling. Drivers in the double turn lane cannot
see SB pedestrians / bikes blocked by a vehicle stopping for them in the far left lane--this is the fatal
left-hook problem with two-way bike and double turn.
Although I love the idea of planter boxes (more plant life, nicer aesthetic), I'm concerned that a) the
cost of maintenance would take away from other projects, and b) drivers often forget that the bikers
are there (or don't realize) because the planters seem like sidewalk fixtures rather than barriers. The
only times I've ever almost gotten hit while biking was when I was emerging from a lane with planters
into an intersection, and someone took a turn, completely oblivious to my presence.
Hi! I live on Sherman a few blocks south of 5th and commute by bike+RTD to Boulder every day. I
would encourage you to think about how to better connect the broadway bike lane and Cherry Creek
with the bike street on Sherman (serving the area south and east of Lincoln/Broadway). Specifically,
unless a bike wants to bike on Lincoln, go out of their way over to Broadway, and then back on the
plaza connector, bikes coming from this area have poor connectivity. Thanks for asking for
feedback!
If one lane of traffic has been taken away for bycicle use, (which it has) where does that traffic go? It
takes the side streets, ie Sherman, Grant, etc. which are small neighborhood streets, with kids and
families. Not the place for speeding in a hurry commuters which is what’s happening now. Please
take that into account. I can’t even cross the street at exposition and s Sherman during rush hour, it’s
too dangerous. S Sherman used to be a quite street, now it’s angry speeding crazy drivers.
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Addressing pedestrian vs cyclist conflicts at a curb lane is not mentioned. When I use such lanes in
Denver, the most dangerous aspect is peds stepping into the lane because they don't understand it.
Scooters should be addressed as well, they go much faster than bikes and will hit peds stepping into
these lanes. When the lane is part of the road peds understand the lane has moving traffic. When
bike lane is separated, the peds need to be protected/isolated from the bike lane. Vancouver has well
function lanes.
I care that this project does NOT divert vehicle traffic toward the neighborhood side streets. I also find
traveling by vehicle down Broadway and Lincoln much more pleasant than Colorado Blvd. I still don't
feel safe biking on Broadway; too many driveways. I would prefer to bike on neighborhood streets like
Emerson and Washington. It makes much more sense to me. I don't feel this survey is formatted well.
I don't think I should have to answer a question I am not informed about or don't have an opinion
about to submit comments.
I ride the Broadway bike lane multiple times a week and feel the biggest issues it faces are: 1.
vehicles turning left across the bike lane (both at intersections with and without turn signals, including
when they have a red turn signal and the bike lane has a green signal) 2. people pulling into the bike
lane as they try to turn onto Broadway from businesses on the left-hand side of the street 3. lack of
connection to CCT (although this is one of the key parts of this survey, so I guess this point will be
moot soon enough)
The current bike lane on Broadway is not ideal. 2 way bike riding on a narrow one lane is not safe.
Also riding your bike in opposite direction of street traffic is counter intuitive to bike laws. And having
the lane on the left, vs right, is counter intuitive for bikers and cars. A great thing to investigate is the
100% dedicated bus lane. It was much more ideal when it was shared between buses and cars. With it
being only buses 24hrs a day it is now severely under utilized. Would be great to flex it again or
consider sharing with bikes. And then return the now not practical left side bike lane back to cars.
Many of these answers I would rank equally, not more or less important. Things like ADA do not have
direct impact on my needs, but they are important to ensure our disability community has access
offered. In addition, my personal priority is always parking availability and traffic concerns (not speed,
but volume). If we create more bike access (which I also support and am interested in), that may
increase traffic volume due to space and impact parking availability. I would challenge the group to
think of resolutions that has compromise or improves all these areas, rather than take away from one
to give to another.
Ensure that these improvements don't lead to drivers cutting through nearby residential
neighborhoods and speeding on Logan St and/or Grant. Encourage long distance thru drivers to use
Santa Fe or I-25. - Create automatic pedestrian crossings at intersections (e.g. Ohio/Broadway) during
some daytime hours without needing to press a "beg button" - Improve sidewalks and bike lanes
leading from Broadway to I25-Broadway Station and Alameda Station - Would love to see a light at
Broadway/Exposition and Lincoln/Exposition combined with better access from Broadway businesses
to I25-Broadway station. Exposition would be much better to cross at than Ohio.
The area of 6th, Speer, and Broadway & Lincoln is a nightmare on a good day, in a car. Forget bike or
pedestrian usage. There has got to be a better way to route traffic through this parallelogram from
hell. Also: we need the ability for taxi and rideshare drivers to reliably be out of traffic. If this means
knocking two parking spots out of the end of each block, so be it. Put an NFC chip in the "passenger
zone only" sign, and require the rideshare companies to include those in their program code so
customers have to physically stand at the sign before a driver can accept the ride. This will help cut
down the number of people trying to climb in mid-block.
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The Broadway bike lane seems very confusing for both drivers and bicyclists. The red lights against
left turns from Broadway are too subtle, I've seen drivers turn left on red. That the bike lane is two
ways on a one way street also compounds the confusion, and it's hard for drivers to see them coming
from both directions. I hardly ever see bicyclists using it. I want the city to invest in more bike lanes,
but preferably those which involve less negative impact on parking, merchants and safety. Would it
not have been possible to route this bike lane throigh Acoma or Bannock? I'd rather pedal on side
streets where I feel safer. I'd also like to see more bike racks.
The currently implemented design has too many points of conflict and blind spots for drivers and
cyclists. Vehicles exiting driveways have greatly reduced visibility due to the need to stay clear of the
bike lane and look beyond parked when attempting to make a left hand turn. Likewise, cars turning
into businesses are not able to see bikers when first turning across parking lanes. As an engineer and
bike commuter it appears we have over complicated this concept with too many visual distractions,
unexpected movements, and signals. While attempting to protect cyclists with a separation from
traffic it seems as though we have created different safety issues. I have not yet ridden the Brighton
Corridor, however, in concept this approach seems safer.
I'm sure this ship has sailed, but is it possible to look at combining the transit /bus lane and the bike
lane, and opening an additional driving lane to accommodate the growing number of people with
their cars moving to the city. While I fully support bike lanes, I do not support it at the expense of
driving lanes. This will certainlt help more people get on a bike, but that number won't put a dent in
the added vehicles due to growth. Please consider capacity improvements and vehicular congestion
releif to hellp accommodate this rise in vehicles in Denver. Driving (and yes, some of us actually have
to drive to get places), is becoming sheer misery in Denver and is adding to road rage and hit and run
incidents. As a native, it is the worst climate in Denver I have ever seen. Please do something.
For Question 2, neither option seems ideal. Currently accessing the Cherry Creek trail via that onramp crossing on the sidewalk from broadway (option 1) requires hairpin turns that are inconvient on
a normal bicycle and unfeasible with a bike trailer. The option that has routes on the sidewalk along
6th prior to getting on the on-ramp (option 2) avoids the hairpin turns, but that sidewalk is cramped
and difficult to navigate especially with the frequent panhandlers that set up station along the road
there. Option 2 seems better than 1, as a long term solution, but that sidewalk needs improvement
(widening, bump removal) to be feasible on bike. I also generally find pedestrians to get angry at bikes
on sidewalks even when the bike path is on the sidewalks, so extremely visible signage should be
available.
Please consider the businesses when going through this process. We as a business have on average
25 less customers come through our door per day with the construction and other changes in the
area. This is over 500 customers a month. This is hundreds of thousands of dollars lost in sales and
money lost for the city in tax revenue. This is due to loosing parking. Please consider parking and
loading zones thoroughly, they are crucial to business. Also consider trollies and other options for
transportation. I really believe a trolly down Broadway would be a great people mover and a draw for
visitors from out of town. The aesthetics of the bike lane will make a huge difference as well.
Broadway needs a business improvement district and this would be a nice thing to help implement for
the businesses while moving forward with this project.
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PLEASE PLEASE include communication, education, and enforcement in your plan!! Bike, pedestrian,
driver behavior does not change just because you build a new lane. The fact that you have a left/east
side bike lane proves it - obviously you have not included in your plan how you'd monitor all the
people who bike in the bus lane (obviously the most logical place to bike). You just built something
and expected behavior to change. Research and common sense tell us that doesn't happen. You did
nothing to inform people about how to use the new bike lanes, for drivers to use the new turn signals.
Businesses have closed (which I suspect was the city's goal all along) because people think the parking
is a construction zone. Bike safety has not increased - people don't even use those stupid lanes. It's
more dangerous than before because you did nothing to help people use the new products. Please
don't make the same mistake again!
I know that Broadway is being looked at for a multi-modal transit redesign, but I ask you to take into
account 4 things- 1) If there is any way to do this without removing traffic lanes, that would be ideal.
More and more people are moving to Denver, and there aren't fewer car trips per day then there
were 10 years ago. Broadway remains the main southbound exit point from the CBD and LoDo, and
shrinking number of vehicle lanes isn't going to make traffic any better. 2) My personal opinion is it's
time for the all day designated bus lane experiment to end, and for it to return to that lane is only
restricted to busses at PM rush-hour. This gives you another traffic lane for Broadway the other 21
hours a day. To have this lane be non-usable to cars 24 hours a day seems like an inefficient use of the
paved through-way. There should also be increased law enforcement of misuse of the bus lane during
the designated times, as so many people deliberately ignore that signage. It's rather discouraging to
say the least to those who do abide by the law, and is a low-hanging source of revenue for Denver.
Maybe fines could be allocated towards landscaping operations? 3) There should be a handful of
loading areas designated to Uber/Lyft/taxis in the Baker area of south Broadway, and their use should
be enforced during specific times, especially Friday and Saturday evening. As is, the drivers stop right
in the middle of traffic lanes with their hazard lights on, which doesn't make that nay less safe. This is
a pervasive problem throughout Denver, but especially in the 300S-300N block of Broadway. It does
not have to be more than a small handful of loading spaces, but this would be a safety improvement
in my mind. It also has to go hand-in-hand with increased enforcement of ride share, so that they do
not simply ignore the loading spaces, and continue stopping in traffic lanes. 4) Any landscaping
improvements HAVE to come with dedicated funds/staff to keep them up. The city has a bad habit of
making planters a part of street landscape, and then leaving them to fend for themselves. The trees
die, the grasses become unkempt, and they fill with cigarette butts and litter. This is not a "Build it,
and they will come," kind of commitment. It's a "build it, and maintain it, and it will look great for
generations" kind of commitment. Thanks for soliciting my input, and have a good one!
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Negative
No
Bike lanes are disruptive and too expensive.
Zero Vision is a joke and mayor handcock should bin it!
Do not want the bike lane - waste of money and energy.
No one uses the stupid bike path on broadway... big waste of money.
Get rid of the bike lane. No one uses it. Put it on a side street.
Get rid of on street bike lanes. Students Germany’s bike transportation
Denver Sucks ****!
Rarely anyone uses the bike lane and traffic has gotten much worse along Broadway
Remove this bike lane. It is terrible, dangerous and the turn lanes make no sense
Removing parking or traffic lanes for this project will be detrimental to the corridor.
Get rid of the on-street bicycle lanes they are the most dangerous lanes the city has ever thought of.
Stop dumping money on stupid bike lanes. Put a free shuttle that runs from I25 to Colfax on Broadway
and Lincoln.
there should NOT be a bike lane n Broadway. Put them on a parallel street, but removing capacity from
Broadway is a bad decision!
I live here, right on the other side of Broadway on Lincoln. I rarely see anyone using the bike lanes, it's all
a waste of time and resources.
Broadway needs more lanes for cars, not bikes. Bikes should focus on the side streets with less traffic. I
don't understand why no one sees this!
In the over 2 years since the bike preference at corners, I have seen a grand total of 2 bikes using the
bike lanes and green bike lights. What give?
Not a fan of these options. Some of these questions do not seem thought out for their mixture of legal /
accessibility / overall project goal fulfillment.
THis is a very difficult survey to work - Opinion - bike lanes should be move one block east and west of
broadway so that they don't battle with larger vehicles.
Please don't take away any more traffic lanes! Just because you build bike lanes doesn't mean people
will use them. The current bike lanes on Broadway are the perfect example of that
Parking is becoming a huge problem - bikes are nice but dangerous and we need to ensure there are
logical and normal car routes and parking available. Not everybody wants to ride a bike.
I'm still not a fan of the bike lane being on the left side of the street. Also, cars on cross streets/pulling
out of parking lots block the bike lane in order to see past parked cars.
Current bike lane on Broadway is ridiculous and gets no use. Maybe if it expands it will be used, but I
can't imagine your data supports more bike lanes, assuming you are gathering it honestly.
There goes the last street in Denver you can actually drive down without getting road rage because of all
the lights.... This is still a car city - and while I am a big biker - I still drive.
bike lane should be on the west side of broadway. full time bus lane i sa disaster. not good choice.
change back to only during rush hour. broadway needs more that 3 lanes. too much congestion from full
time bus lane.
Please do not employ traffic calming (which is a wholly disingenuous term) methods on Broadway. It's
an important avenue to get into and out of the city. Slowing down cars on that street will only degrade
quality of life.
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This bike lane is confusing, dangerous, and sadly NOT USED BY BIKERS! No one in this neighborhood,
especially the merchants, are in favor of it, but it was shoved down our throats. Sad to see our tax
money being wasted on this.
The bike lanes are a complete JOKE. I realize it's a federal matching funds thing but there is no need for
them on Broadway. On Bannock? Sure. Not on Broadway. We need parking and traffic lanes. People are
not going to stop driving.
I like the idea of a bike lane, but I do not like the Broadway bike lane. The slope is weird, it feels unsafe,
there are so many cars and they go so fast. I also don't trust the cars to be paying attention (see the
Hornet. Good lord!)
Should not have bus only lanes as this causes even more congestion should be looking at light rails if
transit is getting stuck in traffic takes up much less room than a bus bike Lanes would be much safer on a
smaller street like bannock
I am against the installation and expansion of the bike lanes. The lanes are dangerous for bikes,
pedestrians, and autos.. They are little used, take up valuable parking space, adversely affect the
business. A poor use of our tax dollars.
Ever since add those bike lanes on S. Broadway I find it incredible dangerous and anxiety produces
turning across those lanes, mostly back into traffic. the visibility is very, very poor. I believe the City has
accountability for this hazard.
The original bike lane put in Broadway is completely useless. It isn't long enough. How are you even
supposed to access it? It also makes it extremely hard for cars exiting parking lots to see past the bike
lane and traffic so they can pull out.
These bike lanes are hurting businesses and are hardly used. They are a complete waste of taxpayer
money that would be better spent on municipal transportation. There are way more people riding the
buses and the trains than are using the bike lanes.
I'd prefer to see the broadway bike lane removed. Automobiles fail to pay attention to the red light. It is
dangerous for cyclists. It is an eyesore. I rarely see it being used and it has added even more congestion
to a street that is heavily congested.
The Broadway bike lane is on the WRONG SIDE OF THE STREET! I ride a bike and I drive a car, and I never
look for slower moving traffic on the left side of the street! The Bike lane should be on the same side as
the bus lane - or even just BE the same lane as the Bus lane!
Where is all the car traffic going to be displaced to? It can't funnel people through West Wash Park
(Washington/Emerson). I drive Broadway Southbound a couple times a week and NEVER see bikes
using the existing lanes . I have no idea where this perceived need is coming from.
I appreciate the experiments on Broadway, 14th, and other high traffic streets. But honestly, I rather see
high capacity bike routes running parallel to, but not on high auto traffic streets. For instance, imagine
16th Ave becoming a bike and ped only route serving a parallel route to Colfax.
This entire project is a big waste of time and not helping the congestion in Denver. Please stop removing
parking so that bikes can be accommodated. Just go stand out on Broadway and Alameda for a day and
count how many people actually use the bike lane in a day. What a waste of time and money.
The bike lane is in the gutter, evidenced by the ice build up as the snow melts & flows across the bike
lane. It is also parking SEPARATED, not protected lane as many cars park or drive into the bike lane. Many
pedestrians don't know that the space is for bikes & step in or stand in it unknowingly.
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Removing a traffic lane for BICYCLISTS is absurd, they don't pay registration taxes like vehicles have to
and they can use side-streets safely and easily. This is absurd and infuriating to reduce the amount of
lanes along such a major street as Colorado's (and Denver's) population continues to expand.
This survey makes the assumption that I agree with bicycle lanes on Broadway. I don't. It's dangerous,
and not a sane solution. There are safe biking streets that are side streets. The City's attempts to force
us to ride bicycles makes me want to do the very opposite. It's unsafe to ride a bicycle in traffic.
There shouldn't be a bike lane on broadway. The bike lane that is there has already made traffic a
nightmare trying to leave the city during any busy time, and very few bikers actually utilize the lane.
Why are there not options on this survey to voice that vehicle traffic should not be slowed down because
of bikes?
When it comes to bike lanes, efforts should be focused on placing them on side streets. The broadway
bike lane and downtown bike lanes have congested traffic, made it more difficult to park, and created
greater risk for cyclists. In addition, the broadway bike lane is empty most of the time, especially during
the winter months.
The bike lane on Broadway is ridiculous. I’ve seen, maybe 2 or 3 bikes on it EVER. It confuses people and
makes is IMPOSSIBLE to safely turn out of business because visibility is so poor. This type of
“multimodal” project is why voter consistently reject tax increases for roads. Please do Something
useful, like fixing the alameda underpass, instead.
The bike lane is an unsightly failure. Broken plastic dividers and faded paint for 300k?? Please more bike
lanes to less traveled wide streets, such as on Bannock. Losing parking and driving lanes in an already
cramped city is short sighted at best. We are a winter city for several months out of the year and those
bike lanes are wasted space for that time period.
I've been an active bicyclist all my life and I find all bicycle lanes to be dangerous. Their only purpose
seems to be to lure casual bicyclists into dangerous situations with door zones, right/left hooks and
wrong-way riding. Broadway already had bicycle lanes. They went by the names of Sherman, Bannock,
and Cherokee. That's the way a street grid is supposed to work.
I am an avid cyclist, and former bike commuter. I think bikes really shouldn't be encouraged to be on
Broadway, but moved to lesser congested streets. Also, the green bike light for bicycles to cross before
vehicles are allowed to turn left is green way too long. It only needs to be on long enough for a bike
standing at the intersection to proceed ahead of a vehicle wanting to turn left.
The current design is a mess, for everyone. It is scary to ride your bike there, seems like a bunch of trashy
little sidewalk barriers for bikes when there are not that many bikes being ridden there, as a driver I find
it always blocked with trucks making deliveries in the left lane, south B used to be the best way out of
downtown with timed lights and lots of lanes, now it is all screwed up.
It’s a disaster what you’ve already done to south broadway. The first question should have been “have
we been successful with the current program.” Car doors opening into traffic, many bicyclists ignoring
signals and lack of parking close to businesses. I assume these are the same brainiacs that rebuilt I-25
and 6th Avenue among others. Bikes are best in side streets, not busy main thoroughfares.
I have seen 1 bike using the bike lane since it opened. How many additional hours has this boondoggle
cost commuters while waiting to turn onto cross streets? Before sending more tax dollars down a black
hole, the use of these idiotic bike lanes should be documented. The reality is that vehicle commuters are
the bulk of the use and tax payment for this corridor. This bike lane is confusing & unsafe.
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I think this project is a waste of time/money. No one uses the bike lanes and the decision to have the
bus lane operate 24/7 has increased traffic congestion down Broadway which makes motorists angrier
causing unsafe conditions for pedestrians (like me). I think this project will worsen auto traffic especially
during rush hour when the downtown workers are driving to southbound I-25 down South Broadway.
too many signs and signals to read create stress! ... it’s already so stressful to have bikes and traffic on
same street! The bike and traffic arrangement must be “intuitive” (I know, everyone has different take
on what’s intuitive). Bikes must have their own designated separate streets (not for cars).Why not make
Bannock street just for bikes?! and have no bikes on Broadway. Mixing them is totally crazy!
I understand the need for biking safety, healthy city & lifestyle options but a greater issue is the size &
growth of Colorado... why are we eliminating traffic lanes (as capacity continues to grow) to
accommodate any/every time I travel daily never seen any bikers in the lane seems it would serve city
better to sort way to not eliminate traffic lanes & accommodate bikers maybe in areas that are more
heavily biked as opposed to driven
The Broadway bike lane is a complete error in judgement by the city. 1. It is a disaster for the businesses
(I know first hand as an operator) 2. I will never ride my bike or allow my children to ride their bikes on
Broadway. (I bike a lot) One lane of parking on an adjacent side street should have been removed and a
bike lane created. Broadway was a total mistake and is a complete mess as a result. Thank you for
adding congestion, confusion, and waste.
Slowing vehicular traffic on Broadway and Lincoln increases vehicle idling time, commuting time and air
pollution. Please consider an environmental friendly solution that moves traffic quickly along major
commuter streets. Bike lanes are not appropriate for Broadway or Lincoln and rather should be installed
on Acoma or Bannock where you can build safe, dedicated lanes away from cars, trucks and pedestrians,
lower car/bike/pedestrian accidents, save lives and improve air quality.
I think the 24hour dedicated bus lane is total overkill. I do see the need for this bus lane during rush
hour traffic but not all day every day. I travel Broadway quite a bit and on weekends when there is little
need for the bus lanes, the remaining car lanes are often bumper to bumper especially where the new
bike lanes are in effect. Please rethink the 24 hr dedicated bus lane!!!! And regarding the bike lane I
don’t think I have ever seen a bike using the bike lane. They are overkill also.
I bike to work everyday from S Lincoln st to downtown via cherry creek trail. I would never use this
bikeway, its way too dangerous and far too many cars. All the cyclists take Sherman or Emerson, it would
be much better to build a bikeway on a calmer street and let the cars have Broadway, this makes no
sense and is a huge waste of money that makes cyclists look stupid. Nobody ever uses this bikeway even
though your fake surveys say everyone loves it. There's a million better ways to help biking in town
without building a death trap on one of the busiest roads ever.
Vehicular traffice needs it's lane back. Denver has reduced the flow of traffic for a bike lane that has not
reason to be on it since there are multiple, safe local streets to ride a bike on. The option to remove the
bike lane should be included on this survey so the city is actually getting real input from the
neighborhood. To do this project right the City would need to condemn building and remove them to
make more ROW. That isn't a viable option. Please remove the bike lane and put back the vehicular
traffic lane before someone gets killed on the unnecessary bike lane.
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The bike Lanes are terrible, I never use them, I would much rather ride my bike on the side streets where
there is less traffic. When I'm driving my car I would much prefer that there are no bike lanes on
Broadway. the bike lane seem dangerous and wasting an entire lane of road for that stretch on
Broadway. I understand the city wants to move to more bike-friendly, but Broadway is not the street to
do it on. There are already designated streets Washington and Emerson for example for bikes. Please do
not extend the bike lane on Broadway and consider removing it entirely.
I honestly dislike this entire project. I'm sure there's some benefit to the city (federal transportation
grants, etc) for having more miles of bike lanes, but for the amount of disruption that Broadway Moves
has caused to local businesses and residents, there should be an evident benefit to US. I see single digit
numbers of bikes using these lanes daily, yet traffic on Broadway has gotten more congested, parking
has gotten worse, and businesses have an additional obstacle to deal with in order to draw in customers.
The project has been poorly handled and local constituents were not considered in its creation.
This entire project is NOT effectively meeting the movement of traffic. ie Washington St in pm and
Clarkson in am are now severely congested at rush hour and the bulk of the bicycle traffic is on these
NON DESIGATED STREETS. I am sure it is too late to change course on this project, but from a
neighborhood perspective away from Broadway it is a disaster! Also I have observed the LACK of bicycle
traffic on the 'new and improved corridor' and am amazed that this is being further expanded PER PLAN!
Broadway used to be an exit from downtown and now the two above named streets and first avenue
plus Downing/Corona are being the brunt of the rush.
I’ve lived in the Baker neighborhood since 1999. By creating a bike lane that is underutilized and
converting the bus lane to 24/7, you have forced commuters that use the S Broadway corridor to cut
through the neighborhood. These people that cut through the neighborhood tend to be running late or
impatient, so drive at excessive speeds and have created a major problem for us that live here. This
traffic/parking issue in the neighborhood will only be compounded as the numerous, large, multi-family
structures currently in development come on line (K-Mart, Security Credit Union, Mi Casa, 1st Ave. Hotel,
etc.). Under the guise of “progress” and “development”, please, please, please do not do anything that
forces more cars off S Broadway and into the neighborhood.
The bike lane is a DISASTER!!! It goes 2 ways on a one way street and is on the WRONG SIDE!!! I live in
the area and it is not used as I expected. It confuses drivers, bikers and pedestrians. BIKERS DO NOT
WANT TO STOP!!! They are even trying to change traffic laws so they don’t have to obey stop signs and
lights. Broadway is the WRONG CHOICE for this path. Sherman would give you much more of what
works. Adding another thing to an already busy, congested street was absolute stupidity!! I’m not against
bikes at all, but put them where they can get somewhere NOT ON SIDEWALKS!!! and be safe for
everyone. The addition of scooters and skateboards etc. makes this whole thing a disaster and more and
more difficult to get around. It sounds lije it’s a done desl from this survey but it is HORRIBLE.
The current Broadway bike lane set up is TERRIBLE!! If Denver is going to approve this large of a budget
for a bike lane please please ensure it is safe, effective & doesn’t impede regular flow of vehicle traffic.
Driving Broadway has become dreadful with all the new left turn lane lights, the left lane bumped into
what used to be a driving lane to accommodate parking and the right lane now taken up 24/7 by buses.
Oh top of that the current plastic barriers are an eye sore! This project has a LOT to figure out before it
goes forward. As it stands now the Broadway bike line is unsafe, unsightly & impedes regular flow of
vehicle traffic. How about NOT put a bike lane on a major thoroughfare in a city that is only getting
busier?! How about a side street? Much less costly & easier for all involved!
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I've read several articles about the test period of a dedicated bike lane on S. Broadway, and I simply
cannot believe that given the very little use that it received, that there are plans to extend the protected
bike lane. I have many friends, coworkers and family members that are unable to ride a bike, due to
disease, disability, and/or age. I feel like the City and County, in their rush to decrease auto traffic, is
leaning too much on bicycles as the solution. That simply doesn't work for everyone. Secondly, with the
increased use of electric scooters, it seems the City has yet to address rules concerning their use. Are
electric-scooter-users supposed to use the sidewalks? The streets? Or will they be allowed in bike lanes?
I've heard and read conflicting answers. Very frustrating for pedestrians and RTD users like myself.
This is a total waste of MONEY! I travel the Broadway corridor often and you could count the bikes on
one hand for the total # of bikes per hour or day. I am a biker and use the Cherry Creek Trail, This
Broadway corridor offers so little bang for the buck. Denver has 6 months of winter where bike/scooters
are not viable. All you are doing is congesting traffic and polluting the air by having more vehicles
crammed into fewer lanes and the cars taking a left, now have to wait for signals to turn left when there
are NO bikes around at all. What a waste of money. The bike traffic lights are way too long and are a
waste of money as well. Bikes dont need their own lights. All they have to do is follow the traffic rules of
the regular lights like they do in all other parts of the city. This is a gimmick and much better off putting
$ somewhere else.
Please consider removing the bike lane on Broadway. As a bicycle commuter, not only do I rarely see
other bikers use the lane, I myself will not use it because it's too dangerous. Traffic on Broadway is
dangerous enough; a two-way bicycle lane on an unintuitive side of the street is even more problematic.
Try crossing on Dakota from west to east during peak times to get a sense of the danger. Drivers will
attempt to shoot across and will have a hard time spotting cycling traffic (particularly hidden behind
parked cars) along with vehicle traffic. Someone is bound to get seriously injured at some point. This lane
is better served for its original purpose, as another lane for cars. That particular stretch of Broadway is
one of the smoother areas of the city for driving and the bike lane has detracted from that by condensing
traffic - and for very little gain to cyclists.
The current Bike Lane design on Broadway is awful! Extremely low visibility for drivers trying to turn on
to Broadway. If you want to experience an example of how difficult it is to pull out when you have to
watch a bike lane a parking lane and traffic lanes, just try pulling out of the Illegal Petes parking lot at
around 5pm on a weekday. You'll sit there second guessing yourself for 15 minutes worrying about
getting hit by cars you can't see or impeding the path of bikers while you are just trying to pull out! Its
like attempting to cross 3 lanes of traffic (the bike lane, the parking lane and the traffic lane) while all 3
are in motion at different speeds and each layer blocks your view of the next. Limit parking around
business exits and side streets. For example just eliminate 1 street parking spot on the northern side of
the illegal petes parking exit and all of the sudden YOU CAN SEE WHATS COMING AGAIN! You aren't
blocked by a car parked literally 2 feet away from an already TIGHT exit.
I am a cyclist and support better bike access. But this Broadway bike lane is a terrible idea. I would never
use it. There are numerous north-south options available on less crowded residential streets. It seems
like the city is trying to force this project. There was a testing period, which appeared to be a failure. The
local businesses were opposed to it. Traffic on Broadway got worse. The left turn lane has a “surprise
ending”. It is dangerous to the cyclists, so I never use this bike. I feel like the city was going to force this
project through no matter what. There are safer options that don’t take a lane away from Broade. Go
two or three blocks east and there’s fine north-south access on Sherman & Grant Streets. I can do most
of my commute on these streets. If access across the major thoroughfares is improved these streets
really work well and are a lot safer. I wish someone involved in this project would make a stand against
it. I can’t believe that anyone thinks that this is a good idea. The bike lane should be ripped out and
relocated to a safer route. Thank you for considering my comments.
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Why wasn't remove the unsafe bike lane and put back a lane for vehicle traffic an option? Maybe it
should be added so that you get an idea that the majority of Denver Citizens don't want a bike path on
Broadway It seems to me that the fact that the very unsafe, bi-directional bike lane on the side of a road
that a vehicle is not accustom to is study enough. Denver is famous for getting input from citizens then
not listening to the citizens and doing what (City Workers they want. Just so they can document they
went through city process. Broadway traffic flowed well during rush hour before the bike lane was
added. The bike lane is a dangerous design and the City of Denver is lucky that someone hasn't been
killed yet. It should be obvious that the bike lane is unnecessary, unsafe, therefore unused and a
bottleneck to traffic. Denver needs to listen to the people who live in the area and to all the complaints
about it. Just because something can be done doesn't mean it is the right thing to do. It is OK for Denver
government to admit you are wrong, remove the bike path and put back the needed traffic lane. Also,
allow people to post comments to your web site so you allow everyone to see that the bike paths on
Broadway are not wanted. Thanks
What nonsense this is ! The existing one-way bike lane is underused and its main result is to impede
vehicular traffic. This is nothing more than window dressing to make city officials look like they are doing
something freen so they can feel good about themselves. The one-way bike lane is a huge mistake and
inconvenience and is so underused. Please, please do NOT add another bike lane. If you really want to do
something USEFUl for the neighborhood, then please be stricter about non-residents parking in fron tof
our houses for hours on time and making us aprk blocks away. More enforcement of existing parking
regulations. And you could make the business responsible to provide parking for their customers. Why
should neighborhood residents be inconvenienced so businesses can make more money? Do businesses
profit share with the residents whose parking spaces are taken away? // Get real. Stop the abstract
appearances and make a pragmatic approach to improving the situation for everyone. I drive down
Broadway everyday and I usually see no bicyclists using the lanes. The lanes are a useless waste of space
and contribute to traffic congestion and fewer parking spaces. Wake up and smell the coffee. Get real. //
Thank you. You may contact me at XXXXXX. I live on First Avenue and am tired of having to park two
blocks away from my home. //
As an everyday cyclist, someone without a car, it disappoints me to see the City continue on with this
project as designed. The current protected lanes on Broadway do not work, and I would prefer another
alternative. None of the renditions make me feel safe--they are essentially the same thing. Obstacles are
a problem in these lanes, as well the lanes not being maintained. They are also very slow, as you have to
yield to cars. It won't be used as much as a result. I think you should look at the lane you just put in on
19th. It's extremely hazardous. And changing the traffic and adding in bump outs, as well as taking out
the lights has disrupted the existing bike route on Sherman north. I feel you aren't really looking at what
you're doing. One problem with these protected lanes is that anything becomes an obstacle, and then
you can''t avoid it because there is nowhere to move as a result of being boxed into the protected lane.
That's one reason I prefer regular bike lanes, because you can move into traffic if need be. People are
standing and parking in these protected lanes. They also aren't maintained when it snows. I find the
raised bike pathways in the Rino district to be a much better option if youre going to go some sort of
separated lane. As an eveyrday cyclist, I prefer well maintained and plowed bike lanes next to traffic. And
consider putting the lanes on safer Bannock, where car speeds aren't excessive. This survey is terrible
too. You're forced into choices.
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ADDENDUM 2: COMMUNITY MEETINGS/BRIEFINGS TO-DATE
(Small group meetings/briefings are scheduled throughout the process and are available upon
request)
Status

Date

Event Name

Location/Details

COMPLETE

3/27

Design Workgroup Kickoff

South Broadway Christian
Church

COMPLETE

4/5

Golden Triangle Creative District
Meeting

11th Avenue Hostel

COMPLETE

4/17

Golden Triangle Neighborhood
Improvements Committee

Denver Art Museum
Administration Building

COMPLETE

4/19

South Broadway Corridor Canvassing

South Broadway Corridor
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